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DA202138691 – 16 ULM STREET, SCULLIN 

 

The Friends of Hawker Village (FoHV) wish to express concern relating to this current Development 

Application at 16 Ulm St, Scullin which is in an RZ1 area. Initially, it contained a single house in 

accordance with the original lease for a residential area when it was constructed sometime about 

1967-1970. At this time, the standard residential lease permitted one building only on a block. In 

1971, the standard residential lease was changed to specify a single residence only. According to a 

local resident, a second house was constructed in the backyard of 16 Ulm Street some years later. 

The Territory Plan was changed significantly in 2008. As at 21 April 2014, the Territory Plan 

definitions included: 

“Dual occupancy housing means the use of land that was originally used or leased for the 

purposes of single dwelling housing for two dwellings.” 

DV360 in August 2018 referred to the following change to the Territory Plan: 

“A standard block is a block with one of the following characteristics – 

a) originally leased or used for the purpose of one dwelling  

b) originally leased or used for the purpose of two dwellings on or before 18 October 1993 

c) created by a consolidation of blocks, at least one of which is covered by a) or b)” 

The current definition in the Territory Plan is: 

“Standard block means a block with one of the following characteristics: 

a) originally leased or used for the purpose of one or two dwellings except where the 

original lease explicitly permits two dwellings 

b) created by a consolidation of blocks, at least one of which is covered by a)” 

FoHV has acquired a copy of the current lease for the block which applies from 16 December 1987. 

This lease refers to the transfer of the block from the Commonwealth of Australia to the 

Commissioner for Housing for the Australian Capital Territory, following creation of self-government 

on 6 December 1988. The lease itself is dated 30 March 1994 and stipulates that: 

“1(b) “building” means the building or buildings on the land at the date of commencement 

of the lease ... .” 

and 
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“2(c) To use the land for residential purposes only; 

(d) That the building erected on the land shall be used only as: 

i.  a single unit private dwelling; and 

ii. where permitted by the Territory Plan a second single unit private dwelling.” 

The information provided in the DA is uninformative in that it is not clear when the second dwelling 

was constructed nor under which planning rules. 

The application states that the existing gross floor area of the two current houses is 202 sq.m. but 

gives no breakdown between the two dwellings. Accordingly, FoHV would like an explanation as to 

why and when this second dwelling was approved in the first place. 

Construction of the two new dwellings will require considerable further excavation of the block, 

presumably to accommodate concrete slab floors. According to the Landscape Management Plan, 

the block slopes from 595.5 m at the front boundary to 599 m at the rear boundary, giving a height 

difference of 4.5 m. across the block. The south-western corner of the block is even higher. This 

could create significant maintenance costs in the future, along with potential flooding problems. 

Heavy rain could result in the proposed red gravel surfacing being washed down onto the road, into 

the stormwater drain and, thence, into Lake Ginninderra, unless the gravelled area is surrounded by 

an edging sufficient to contain the gravel in such circumstances. It is also a difficult block for 

maintaining any garden or lawn areas. This means the new development is likely to contribute to 

increasing the heat island effect.  

The Water-Reduction Spreadsheet shows that the block is 1093 sq.m. in area and the total roof area 

is estimated at 385 sq.m. with impervious pavement or driveway expected to be about 288 sq.m. It 

is not clear whether the latter figure includes paving of the PPOS for each dwelling or likely paving 

around the houses between retaining walls associated with excavation of the land. 

The shadow diagrams suggest that drying of clothes outdoors will be near-impossible given the lack 

of open space for clothes lines and the steep slope of the land. The height of the walls surrounding 

the PPOS, even when north-facing, will potentially impede sunlight reaching clotheslines to a greater 

or lesser extent. The outcome will inevitably be use of electric dryers, assuming that the residents 

can afford to purchase them and to pay the electricity bills. That is also assuming that these houses 

will remain available for Housing ACT tenants and will not be sold for the financial gain. 

As with most RZ2 multi-unit densification developments, this RZ1 development will be built to the 

minimum setback standards and cover as much area as feasible to maximise the financial return. In 

doing so, all trees on the desired building area will be removed, leaving only one on the nature strip. 

Fortuitously, most of the trees have been assessed as being in poor condition or weeds, with only 

one tree of medium condition and one tree of high quality. 

Overall, FoHV find the information provided in the application to be inadequate for satisfactory 

assessment of the DA. 
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